
What the Research Says on School Choice 

“201” 

or

How people lie with statistics



“Voucher advocates today have different intentions but, regardless of 
their motivation, vouchers still tend to segregate by race and class, as 
the Century Foundation, the Center for American Progress and 
journalist Nikole Hannah-Jones have found. And the evidence is 
unequivocal that school vouchers fail most of the children they 
purportedly are intended to benefit—children who are 
disproportionately black or brown and poor.”

-Randi Weingarten, RealClearEducation, August 21, 2017



Integration

Study City/State Finding

Egalite, Mills, and Wolf (2016) Louisiana Positive

Egalite and Mills (2014) Louisiana Positive

Forster (2006) Milwaukee Positive

Forster (2006) Cleveland Positive

Greene and Winters (2005) D.C. Positive

Fuller and Greiveldinger (2002) Milwaukee Positive

Fuller and Mitchell (2000) Milwaukee Positive

Fuller and Mitchell (2000) Milwaukee Positive

Greene (1999) Cleveland Positive

Greene, Mills, and Buck (2010) Milwaukee No effect



Nikole Hannah-Jones



The Center for American Progress



Just a couple of problems

•About origins…not today

•Peashooter, not cannon

•History is wrong



If we want to talk about origins/troubled 
racial history…

•Minimum Wage

•Federal Housing Support

•Labor Unions





The Cannon



Every child should receive “four pounds a year for every child under 
fourteen years of age” and then “enjoining the parents of such children 
to send them to school, to learn reading, writing, and common 
arithmetic; the ministers of every parish, of every denomination to 
certify jointly to an office, for that purpose, that this duty is 
performed.”

Thomas Paine, The Rights of Man, 1791



“Were the duty of enforcing universal education once admitted, there would 
be an end to the difficulties about what the State should teach, and how it 
should teach. . . . If the government would make up its mind to require for 
every child a good education, it might save itself the trouble of providing
one. It might leave to parents to obtain the education where and how they 
pleased, and content itself with helping to pay the school fees of the poorer 
classes of children, and defraying the entire school expenses of those who 
have no one else to pay for them.”

John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, 1859



• Maine Town Tuitioning Program, 1869

• Vermont Town Tuitioning Program, 1873

“Vouchers — the idea that the state would give families a sum of 
money that they could use to enroll their child at the public or private 
school of their choice — had been largely ignored until its revival by 
1960s liberals. Those progressives who endorsed vouchers did so for 
many of the same reasons that had led others to advocate for freedom 
schools, free schools, and community control. Principal among them 
was anger at how inner-city schools had failed black children.”

James Forman, The Secret History of School Choice: How Progressives 
Got There First, Yale Law School 2005



The Century Foundation



Studying Integration
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Egalite, Mills, and Wolf (2016)

“A third of all voucher transfers resulted in more integrated public and 
private schools, an additional 57 percent of transfers had mixed effects 
(positive effects in one sector, negative effects in another), and just 9 
percent of transfers had negative effects.”
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Century Foundation

“about a third (34 percent) of the voucher transfers had a positive 
effect on school integration by moving students from public schools 
where their race was overrepresented to private schools where their 
race was underrepresented. However, two-thirds of the transfers had 
negative or mixed effects, increasing segregation in one or both 
sectors. In 9 percent of transfers, students moved from a public school 
where their group was underrepresented to a private school where 
their race was overrepresented, having a negative effect on integration 
in both sectors.



Integration is difficult to study and fraught 
with value judgments

• What is the ideal level of segregation/integration?

• What should a school be compared to? Neighborhood, District, City, 
County, State, Nation? All will yield different results.

• Results very easy to skew


